Dear Executive Board,

Please review Mac Bread Bin’s Liberty Kitchen Partner Job Description, as attached.

The purpose of this submission is to further legitimize the importance of a the volunteer team for Mac Bread Bin’s Community Kitchen pillar.

Traditionally, Mac Bread Bin made a general call for volunteers but found that the consistency of familiar faces was very poor. The purpose of clearly defining the role of a Liberty Kitchen Partner will allow participants to not only be more engaged but to be focused on just one pillar of the service and not feel obliged to take part in all pillars of the service. Liberty Kitchen aims to be a space that empowers students to learn, volunteer, and support one another. The addition of a Liberty Kitchen Partner Job Description will allow the service to outline clearly defined expectations that it needs from individuals who get involved with the service.

Sincerely yours,
Miranda Babbitt & David Cheng

Should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us at communitykitchen@msu.mcmaster.ca